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Zebra reserves the right to make changes to any product to improve reliability, function, or design.

Zebra does not assume any product liability arising out of, or in connection with, the application or use of any product, 

circuit, or application described herein. No license is granted, either expressly or by implication, estoppel, or otherwise 

under any patent right or patent, covering or relating to any combination, system, apparatus, machine, material, 

method, or process in which Zebra products might be used. An implied license exists only for equipment, circuits, and 

subsystems contained in Zebra products.

Warranty

For the complete Zebra hardware product warranty statement, go to: http://www.zebra.com/warranty.

For Australia Only

For Australia Only. This warranty is given by Zebra Technologies Asia Pacific Pte. Ltd., 71 Robinson Road, #05-02/03, 

Singapore 068895, Singapore. Our goods come with guarantees that cannot be excluded under the Australia 

Consumer Law. You are entitled to a replacement or refund for a major failure and compensation for any other 

reasonably foreseeable loss or damage. You are also entitled to have the goods repaired or replaced if the goods fail to 

be of acceptable quality and the failure does not amount to a major failure.

Zebra Technologies Corporation Australia’s limited warranty above is in addition to any rights and remedies you may 

have under the Australian Consumer Law. If you have any queries, please call Zebra Technologies Corporation at +65 

6858 0722. You may also visit our website: http://www.zebra.com for the most updated warranty terms.

Service Information

If you have a problem using the equipment, contact your facility’s Technical or Systems Support. If there is a problem 

with the equipment, they will contact the Zebra Global Customer Support Center at: http://www.zebra.com/support. 

For the latest version of this guide go to: http://www.zebra.com/support.
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Introduction

The LI3678 linear imager combines excellent scanning performance and advanced ergonomics to provide the best 

value in a lightweight laser scanner, ensuring comfort and ease of use for extended periods of time.

Features

Cradle

The cradles serve as a charger, radio communication interface, and host communication interface for the LI3678 

cordless linear imager scanner. There are two versions of the cradle:

• The STB3678 cordless cradle sits on a desktop or mounts on a wall, and charges the LI3678 cordless linear 

imager scanner. This cradle also provides host communication by receiving scanner data via a Bluetooth radio, 

and sending that data to the host through an attached cable. An external power supply or a powered host cable 

charges the linear imager scanner.

• The FLB3678 cordless cradle charges the LI3678 cordless linear imager scanner, and provides host 

communication by receiving scanner data via a Bluetooth radio, and sending that data to the host through an 

attached cable. The cradle attaches to a mounting bracket using three isolators, and the bracket then mounts on 

the forklift surface. A portable power supply on the forklift provides power to the cradle.

DO NOT use cradles and cables designed for the LS3578 and DS3578 scanners as they are not compatible with the 

LI3678 linear imager scanner.

For more information about mounting options and procedures, refer to the documentation included with the cradle.

NOTE For more information about communication between the linear imager scanner, cradle, and host, see 

Chapter 4, Radio Communications.

Beeper 

LEDs

Trigger

Scan Window

Battery LED Radio LED

Battery Latch
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Cradle Parts

Figure 1-1    Cradle Front View 

Figure 1-2    Cradle Back ViewConnecting the Cradle
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Connecting STB3678/FLB3678 Cradles

1. Connect the appropriate cable to the power supply and an AC power source, if necessary.

2. Insert the interface cable into the host port. 

3. Lift the latch and connect the interface cable into the cradle's host port and then close the latch. See

Figure 1-3.

4. If applicable, thread the interface cable over the cable support hook and run the host and power cables into the 

respective cable grooves. 

5. Pair the linear imager scanner to the cradle either by inserting it in the cradle (if pair on contacts is enabled), or by 

scanning the pairing bar code.

6. If necessary, scan the appropriate host bar code (for non-autodetected interfaces). See the specific host chapter.

Figure 1-3    Connecting the Cables to the Cradle

NOTE Connect the interface cable and power supply (if necessary) in the following order to ensure proper 

operation of the linear imager scanner and cradle.

NOTE Always disconnect the DC power supply BEFORE disconnecting the cable to the host end or the cradle 

may not recognize the new host.

NOTE Different cables are required for different hosts. The connectors illustrated in each host chapter are 

examples only. The connectors may be different from those illustrated, but the steps to connect the linear 

imager scanner remain the same.

Host Port Latch

(Under Latch)
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Supplying Power to the Cradle

The cradle receives power from one of two sources:

• An external power supply.

• When connected to the host through an interface cable that supplies power.

The cradle detects whether the host or the external supply is supplying power. It always draws power from the external 

supply when available, regardless of the presence of power from a host.

Mounting the Cradle

For information on mounting the cradle, refer to the documentation included with the cradle.

NOTE Supplying power from a USB host may take longer to charge the linear imager scanner.
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Inserting the Battery

The battery resides in a chamber in the linear imager scanner handle. To insert the battery:

1. Lightly press down and slide the locking lever counterclockwise to unlock and release the battery door. 

2. Open the battery door.

3. If a battery is already installed, turn the linear imager scanner upright to slide the battery out.

4. Slide the new battery into the chamber, with the rounded side toward the back and the contacts facing into the 

chamber.

Figure 1-4    Inserting the Battery (Add Illustration)

5. Close the battery door.

6. Lightly press down and slide the locking lever clockwise to lock the battery door.

7. If using a brand new battery, insert the scanner into a cradle to turn the battery on.

Removing the Battery

To remove the battery:

1. Lightly press down and slide the locking lever counterclockwise to unlock the battery door.

2. Open the battery door.

3. Turn the linear imager scanner upright to slide the battery out.

Charging the LI3678 Battery

When using a new battery in the LI3678, the battery requires a charge to be enabled. Insert the battery (see Inserting 

the Battery on page 7) in the LI3678 and place the LI3678 in the STB/FLB3678 cradle (see Inserting the Scanner in the 

Cradle on page 8). 

The battery begins charging when the cradle’s LED indicator starts blinking amber. The LI3678’s battery has completed 

a charge when the cradle’s LED indicator is solid green. A complete charge of a fully discharged battery can take up to 

three hours using external power and up to ten hours using USB power over the USB interface cable.

See Beeper and LED Definitions on page 1 for detailed LED indicator information.

NOTE Batteries are shipped in an Off mode and does not power the scanner. After inserting a new 

battery into the LI3678 linear imager scanner, you must insert the scanner into a cradle for the 

battery to turn On.

Alternatively, the battery can be placed in the four slot spare battery charger to charge and then 

inserted in the scanner for immediate use.

CAUTION To avoid a battery temperature fault, always charge the battery in the linear imager scanner within the 

recommended temperature of 32° to 104° F (0° to 40° C) nominal, 41° to 95° F (5° to 35° C) ideal. 

UnlockLock
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Inserting the Scanner in the Cradle

To insert the linear imager scanner in the cradle:

1. Insert the linear imager scanner into the cradle top first.

2. Push the handle until it clicks into place, engaging the contacts in the cradle and linear imager scanner.

Figure 1-5    Inserting the Scanner in the Cradle
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Sending Data to the Host Computer
The cradle receives data from the linear imager scanner via a wireless radio connection and transmits it to the host 

computer via the host cable. The linear imager scanner and cradle must be paired for successful wireless 

communication.

Pairing

Pairing registers a scanner to the cradle such that the scanner and cradle can exchange information. The STB3678

and FLB3678 operate in two modes: Point-to-Point and Multipoint-to-Point. In Point-to-Point mode, pair the linear

imager scanner to the cradle either by inserting it in the cradle (if pair on contacts is enabled), or by scanning the

pairing bar code. In Multipoint-to-Point mode, you can pair up to seven scanners to one cradle. To use this feature,

scan the multipoint bar code in Multipoint-to-Point Communication on page 19.

To pair the linear imager scanner with the cradle, scan a pairing bar code. A high-low-high-low beep sequence followed 

by a low-high beep sequence indicates successful pairing and connection to the remote device. A long low, long high 

beep sequence indicates unsuccessful pairing.

Lost Connection to Host

If scanned data does not transmit to the cradle's host, ensure that all cables are firmly inserted and the power supply is 

connected to an appropriate AC outlet, if applicable. If scanned data still does not transmit to the host, reestablish a 

connection with the host:

1. Disconnect the power supply from the cradle.

2. Disconnect the host interface cable from the cradle.

3. Wait three seconds.

4. Reconnect the host interface cable to the cradle.

5. Reconnect the power supply to the cradle, if the host requires.

6. Reestablish pairing with the cradle by scanning the pairing bar code.

Configuring the Scanner
Use the bar codes in this manual or the 123Scan2 configuration program to configure the linear imager scanner. See 

Chapter 5, User Preferences and each host chapter for information about programming the linear imager scanner 

using bar code menus. See Chapter 11, 123Scan2 to configure the linear imager scanner using this configuration 

program. 123Scan2 includes a help file.

Radio Communications
The linear imager scanner can communicate with remote devices via Bluetooth, or by pairing with a cradle. For radio 

communication parameters, detailed information about operational modes, Bluetooth and pairing, see Chapter 4, 

Radio Communications.

NOTE The pairing bar code that connects the linear imager scanner to a cradle is unique to each cradle. 

Do not scan data or parameters until pairing completes.
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Connect Host Interface

USB

The digital scanner automatically detects the host interface type and uses the default setting. If the default (*) does not 

meet your requirements, scan another host bar code below.

*USB KEYBOARD (HID)

USB CDC HOST

Draft 1_Not for Distribution
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USB (continued)

IBM TABLE TOP USB

IBM HAND-HELD USB

SNAPI WITHOUT IMAGING

SNAPI WITH IMAGING

USB OPOS HAND-HELD

SSI OVER USB CDC

SIMPLE COM PORT EMULATION

Draft 1_Not for Distribution
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RS-232

*STANDARD RS-232

ICL RS-232

NIXDORF RS-232 MODE A

NIXDORF RS-232 MODE B
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RS-232 (continued)

Keyboard Wedge

FUJITSU RS-232

OPOS/JPOS

*IBM AT NOTEBOOK

IBM PC/AT and IBM PC COMPATIBLE
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IBM 46XX

NON-IBM SCANNER EMULATION (PORT 5B)

HAND-HELD SCANNER EMULATION (PORT 9B)

TABLE-TOP SCANNER EMULATION (PORT 17)

Draft 1_Not for Distribution
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Set Defaults Bar Code

RETURN TO FACTORY DEFAULTS 

Enter Key Bar Code (Carriage Return/Line Feed)

Add an Enter key after scanned data. 

ADD AN ENTER KEY (CARRIAGE RETURN/LINE FEED)

Tab Key Bar Code 

Add a Tab key after scanned data.

ADD A TAB KEY

USB Caps Lock Override

USB - OVERRIDE CAPS LOCK KEY (ENABLE)

*USB - DO NOT OVERRIDE CAPS LOCK KEY (DISABLE)
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Scanning

Aiming
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LED Indications

Beeper Indications

Indication LED

Hand-Held Scanning

The scanner is on and ready to scan, or no power to the scanner Off

A bar code is successfully decoded Green

Transmission error Red

Hand-Free (Presentation) Scanning

No power to the scanner Off

The scanner is on and ready to scan Green

A bar code is successfully decoded Off momentarily

Transmission error Red

Indication Beeper Sequence

Power up Low/medium/high beep

A bar code is successfully decoded Medium beep

Transmission error detected; data is ignored 4 long low beeps

Successful parameter setting High/low/high/low beep

Correct programming sequence performed High/low beep

Incorrect programming sequence, or Cancel bar code scanned Low/high beep
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Regulatory Information
For devices with Symbol, or Symbol Technologies Inc., etc. on the Manufacturing Label and for devices manufactured 

at Reynosa, or any other Zebra factory facilities:

This device is approved under Zebra Technologies Corporation.

This guide applies to Model Number: LI3678. All Zebra devices are designed to be compliant with rules and regulations 

in locations they are sold and will be labeled as required. Local language translations are available at the following 

website: http://www.zebra.com/support.

Any changes or modifications to Zebra equipment, not expressly approved by Zebra, could void the user’s authority to 

operate the equipment.

Bluetooth® Wireless Technology

This is an approved Bluetooth® product. For more information or to view the End Product Listing, please visit 

https://www.bluetooth.org/tpg/listings.cfm.

Wireless Device Country Approvals

Regulatory markings subject to certification are applied to the device signifying the radio(s) is/are approved for use in 

the following countries and continents: United States, Canada, Japan, China, South Korea, Australia, and Europe. 

Please refer to the Declaration of Conformity (DoC) for details of other country markings. This is available at:

http://www.zebra.com/doc.

Note: Europe includes Austria, Belgium, Bulgaria, Croatia, Czech Republic, Cyprus, Denmark, Estonia, Finland, 

France, Germany, Greece, Hungary, Iceland, Ireland, Italy, Latvia, Liechtenstein, Lithuania, Luxembourg, Malta, 

Netherlands, Norway, Poland, Portugal, Romania, Slovak Republic, Slovenia, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, and the 

United Kingdom.

Health and Safety Recommendations
Ergonomic Recommendations

• Reduce or eliminate repetitive motion

• Maintain a natural position

• Reduce or eliminate excessive force

• Keep objects that are used frequently within easy reach

• Perform tasks at correct heights

• Reduce or eliminate vibration

• Reduce or eliminate direct pressure

• Provide adjustable workstations

• Provide adequate clearance

• Provide a suitable working environment

• Improve work procedures.

CAUTION Only use Zebra approved and UL Listed accessories, battery packs, and battery chargers.

Do NOT attempt to charge damp/wet mobile computers or batteries. All components must 

be dry before connecting to an external power source.

Declared maximum operating temperature: 50°C.

NOTE  This section is only applicable to WW/WR/EU configurations.

CAUTION Operation of the device without regulatory approval is illegal.

CAUTION In order to avoid or minimize the potential risk of ergonomic injury follow the recommendations below. 

Consult with your local Health & Safety Manager to ensure that you are adhering to your company's 

safety programs to prevent employee injury.
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Warnings for Use of Wireless Devices

Safety in Hospitals

Wireless devices transmit radio frequency energy and may affect medical electrical equipment.

Wireless devices should be switched off wherever you are requested to do so in hospitals, clinics or healthcare 

facilities. These requests are designed to prevent possible interference with sensitive medical equipment.

Pacemakers

Pacemaker manufacturers recommended that a minimum of 15cm (6 inches) be maintained between a hand-held 

wireless device and a pacemaker to avoid potential interference with the pacemaker. These recommendations are 

consistent with independent research and recommendations by Wireless Technology Research.

Persons with Pacemakers:

• Should ALWAYS keep the device more than 15cm (6 inches) from their pacemaker when turned ON.

• Should not carry the device in a breast pocket.

• Should use the ear furthest from the pacemaker to minimize the potential for interference.

• If you have any reason to suspect that interference is taking place, turn OFF your device.

Other Medical Devices

Please consult your physician or the manufacturer of the medical device, to determine if the operation of your wireless 

product may interfere with the medical device.

RF Exposure Guidelines

Safety Information

• Reducing RF Exposure – Use Properly
Only operate the device in accordance with the instructions supplied. 

• International
The device complies with internationally recognized standards covering human exposure to electromagnetic fields 

from radio devices. For information on “International” human exposure to electromagnetic fields refer to the Zebra 

Declaration of Conformity (DoC) at http:www.zebra.com/doc.

For further information on the safety of RF energy from wireless devices, see 

http://responsibility.zebra.com/index.php/downloads/, which is located under Wireless Communications and Health.

• Europe 

• Handheld Devices

To comply with EU RF exposure requirements, this device must be operated in the hand with a minimum separation distance of 

0 cm or more from a person's body. Other operating configurations should be avoided. 

• US and Canada

• Co-located Statement

To comply with FCC RF exposure compliance requirement, the antenna used for this transmitter must not be co-located or 

operating in conjunction with any other transmitter/antenna except those already approved in this filling.

• Handheld Devices

This device was tested for typical body worn or handheld operation. Use only Zebra tested and approved belt-clips, holsters, 

and similar accessories to ensure FCC Compliance. The use of third-party belt clips, holsters, and similar accessories may not 

comply with FCC RF exposure compliance requirements, and should be avoided.

CAUTION  Please observe all warning notices with regard to the usage of wireless devices.

CAUTION To satisfy US and Canadian RF exposure requirements, a transmitting device must operate 

with a minimum separation distance of 0 cm or more from a person's body. 

Pour satisfaire aux exigences Américaines et Canadiennes d'exposition aux radio 

fréquences, un dispositif de transmission doit fonctionner avec une distance de séparation 

minimale de 0 cm ou plus de corps d'une personne.
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Laser Devices
Class 2 laser scanners use a low power, visible light diode. As with any very bright light source such as the sun, the 

user should avoid staring directly into the light beam. Momentary exposure to a Class 2 laser is not known to be 

harmful.

The following statement is required to comply with US and international regulations.

Scanner Labels

Scanner labels read: 

• LASER LIGHT - DO NOT STARE INTO BEAM CLASS 2 LASER PRODUCT.

• COMPLIES WITH 21 CFR1040.10 AND 1040.11 EXCEPT FOR DEVIATIONS PURSUANT TO LASER NOTICE 

NO. 50, DATED JUNE 24, 2007, AND IEC 60825-1 (Ed.2.0), EN60825-1:2007.

LED Devices 

For LED devices which have been evaluated to IEC 62471 and comply with the Exempt Risk Group, no product 

labeling requirements apply. However, the following statement is required to comply with US and international 

regulations:

LED Compliance Statement: Classified as 'EXEMPT RISK GROUP' according to IEC 62471:2006 and EN 62471:2008.

Pulse duration: Continuous mS. 

Batteries

Taiwan - Recycling
EPA (Environmental Protection Administration) requires dry battery producing or importing firms in accordance with 

Article 15 of the Waste Disposal Act are required to indicate the recycling marks on the batteries used in sales, 

giveaway, or promotion. Contact a qualified Taiwanese recycler for proper battery disposal.

Battery Information

Use only Zebra approved batteries. Accessories which have battery charging capability are approved for use with the 

following battery models: Part Number 82-166537-01 (3.6 Vdc, 3200 mAh).

Zebra approved rechargeable battery packs are designed and constructed to the highest standards within the industry.

However, there are limitations as to how long a battery can operate or be stored before needing replacement. Many 

factors affect the actual life cycle of a battery pack such as heat, cold, harsh environmental conditions, and severe 

drops.

When batteries are stored over six months, some irreversible deterioration in overall battery quality may occur. Store 

batteries at half of full charge in a dry, cool place, removed from the equipment to prevent loss of capacity, rusting of 

metallic parts, and electrolyte leakage. When storing batteries for one year or longer, the charge level should be 

verified at least once a year and charged to half of full charge.

Replace the battery when a significant loss of run time is detected.

Standard warranty period for all Zebra batteries is 30 days, regardless if the battery was purchased separately or 

included as part of the mobile computer or bar code scanner. For more information on Zebra batteries, please visit: 

http://www.zebra.com/batterybasics.

CAUTION Use of controls, adjustments, or the performance of procedures other than those specified 

herein may result in hazardous laser light exposure.

CAUTION Risk of explosion if battery is replaced by an incorrect type. Dispose of batteries according 

to instructions.
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Battery Safety Guidelines

The area in which the units are charged should be clear of debris and combustible materials or chemicals. Particular 

care should be taken where the device is charged in a non-commercial environment.

• Follow battery usage, storage, and charging guidelines found in the user's guide.

• Improper battery use may result in a fire, explosion, or other hazard.

• To charge the mobile device battery, the battery and charger temperatures must be between +32 ºF and +104 ºF (0 ºC and

+40 ºC).

• Do not use incompatible batteries and chargers. Use of an incompatible battery or charger may present a risk of fire, explosion, 

leakage, or other hazard. If you have any questions about the compatibility of a battery or a charger, contact Zebra support.

• For devices that utilize a USB port as a charging source, the device shall only be connected to products that bear the USB-IF logo 

or have completed the USB-IF compliance program.

• Do not disassemble or open, crush, bend or deform, puncture, or shred.

• Severe impact from dropping any battery-operated device on a hard surface could cause the battery to overheat.

• Do not short circuit a battery or allow metallic or conductive objects to contact the battery terminals.

• Do not modify or remanufacture, attempt to insert foreign objects into the battery, immerse or expose to water or other liquids, or 

expose to fire, explosion, or other hazard.

• Do not leave or store the equipment in or near areas that might get very hot, such as in a parked vehicle or near a radiator or other 

heat source. Do not place battery into a microwave oven or dryer.

• Battery usage by children should be supervised.

• Please follow local regulations to promptly dispose of used re-chargeable batteries.

• Do not dispose of batteries in fire.

• Seek medical advice immediately if a battery has been swallowed.

• In the event of a battery leak, do not allow the liquid to come in contact with the skin or eyes. If contact has been made, wash the 

affected area with large amounts of water and seek medical advice.

• If you suspect damage to your equipment or battery, contact Zebra support to arrange for inspection.

Radio Frequency Interference Requirements - FCC

Note: This equipment has been tested and found to comply with the limits for a Class B digital 

device, pursuant to Part 15 of the FCC rules. These limits are designed to provide reasonable 

protection against harmful interference in a residential installation. 

This equipment generates, uses and can radiate radio frequency energy and, if not installed and 

used in accordance with the instructions, may cause harmful interference to radio communications. However there is 

no guarantee that interference will not occur in a particular installation. If this equipment does cause harmful 

interference to radio or television reception, which can be determined by turning the equipment off and on, the user is 

encouraged to try to correct the interference by one or more of the following measures:

• Reorient or relocate the receiving antenna

• Increase the separation between the equipment and receiver

• Connect the equipment into an outlet on a circuit different from that to which the receiver is connected

• Consult the dealer or an experienced radio/TV technician for help.

Radio Transmitters (Part 15)

This device complies with Part 15 of the FCC Rules. Operation is subject to the following two conditions: (1) this device 

may not cause harmful interference, and (2) this device must accept any interference received including interference 

that may cause undesired operation.
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The use of 5 GHz WLAN's, for use in the US, have the following restrictions

Radio Frequency Interference Requirements- Canada

CAN ICES-3 (B)/NMB-3(B) 

Radio Transmitters

This device complies with Industry Canada's licence-exempt RSSs. Operation is subject to the following two 

conditions: 

(1) This device may not cause interference; and (2) This device must accept any interference, including interference 

that may cause undesired operation of the device. 

Cet appareil est conforme exempts de licence le flux RSS de Industrie Canada. Son fonctionnement est soumis aux 

deux conditions suivantes:

(1) Ce dispositif ne peut causer des interférences; et (2) Cet appareil doit accepter toute interférence, y compris les 

interférences qui peuvent causer un mauvais fonctionnement de l'appareil.

Marking and European Economic Area (EEA)

Bluetooth® Wireless Technology for use through the EEA has the following restrictions:

• Maximum radiated transmit power of 100mW EIRP in the frequency range 2.400 -2.4835 GHz.

Statement of Compliance

Zebra hereby declares that this device is in compliance with the essential requirements and other relevant provisions of 

Directive 1999/5/EC and 2011/65/EU. A Declaration of Conformity may be obtained from http://www.zebra.com/doc.

Other Countries

Brazil (UNWANTED EMISSIONS - ALL PRODUCTS)

Regulatory declarations for LI3678 - BRAZIL

For more information consult the website www.anatel.gov.br

Declarações Regulamentares para LI-3678 - Brazil

Para maiores informações sobre ANATEL consulte o site: www.anatel.gov.br

Japan (VCCI) - Voluntary Control Council for Interference

Class B ITE

Korea Warning Statement for Class B ITE

NOTE A marca de certificação se aplica ao  Transceptor, modelo LI-3678. Este equipamento opera em caráter 

secundário, isto é, não tem direito a proteção contra interferência prejudicial, mesmo de estações do 

mesmo tipo, e não pode causar interferência a sistemas operando em caráter primário.

Draft 1_Not for Distribution
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Chile

Este equipo cumple con la Resolución No 403 de 2008, de la Subsecretaria de telecomunicaciones, relativa a 

radiaciones electromagnéticas.

China

http://www.zebra.com/contact

Taiwan

South Korea

For a radio equipment using 2400~2483.5MHz or 5725~5825MHz, the following two expression should be displayed:

Ukraine

Thailand
เคร่ืองโทรคมนาคมและอุปกรณ์น้ี มีความสอดคลอ้งตามขอ้กาํหนดของ กทช.
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Waste Electrical and Electronic Equipment (WEEE)

Bсиgaоепд: З    ЕС: С  я  я     я       Zбbоa  . З  
я    , я    дррм://ууу.цбbоa.cлm/уббб.

Čбšрекa: Pол цáзaцкíзy ц EU: Všбcдкy моласзрy жб ксркé мл пзлкčбкí жбжеcд žетлрклпре тоáрер пмлибčклпре Zбbоa з обcyзиacе. Iквлоmacб л цмůплbс 
тоácбкí моласзрс кaжабрб кa убbлтé проáкcб: дррм://ууу.цбbоa.cлm/обcycиекg/уббб.
Daкпз: Tеи зскабо е EU: Aииб моласзрбо пзaи обрсокбобп реи Zбbоa реи обcеозсибоекg, кåо аб бо саржбкр. Læп лмиyпкекgбокб лm обрсокбоекg aв моласзрбо мå: 
дррм://ууу.цбbоa.cлm/обcycиекg/уббб.
Dбсрпcд: Füо Kскабк еккбодaиb або EU: Aииб Pоласзрб müппбк am Eкаб едобо Lбbбкпаaсбо цсm Rбcycиекg aк Zбbоa цсоücзgбпaкар убоабк. 
Iквлоmaрелкбк цсо Rücзпбкаскg тлк Pоласзрбк векабк Sеб скрбо дррм://ууу.цбbоa.cлm/обcycиекg/уббб.
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Eкgиепд: Fло EU Cспрлmбоп: Aии моласcрп aр рдб бка лв рдбео иевб mспр bб обрсокба рл Zбbоa вло обcycиекg. Fло еквлоmaрелк лк длу рл обрсок моласcр, 
мибaпб gл рл: дррм://ууу.цбbоa.cлm/обcycиекg/уббб.
Eпмañли: Paоa cиебкрбп бк иa Uкеóк Eсолмбa: рлалп илп моласcрлп абbбоáк бкробgaопб a Zбbоa aи векaи аб пс cеcил аб теаa мaоa нсб пбaк обcеcиaалп. 
Sе абпбa máп еквлоmacеóк плbоб cómл абтлитбо ск моласcрл, теперб: дррм://ууу.цбbоa.cлm/обcycиекg/уббб.
Eбпре: EL зиебкреабиб: зõез рллрба рсибb кбкаб бисбa иõммбабп рagaпрaаa рaaпзaпсрamепб ббпmäоgеи Zбbоa'еиб. Lепaеквлоmaрпеллке пaamепбзп рллрб 
рagaпрamепб злдрa зüиaпрagб мaиск aaаобппе: дррм://ууу.цбbоa.cлm/обcycиекg/уббб.
Sслmе: Aпеaззaaр Eсоллмaк скелкек aисббииa: Kaеззе рслррббр лк мaиaсрбррaтa зебооäрбррäтäзпе Zбbоa-yдреööк, зск рслрбррa бе бкää зäyрбрä. Lепäребрлжa 
рслррббк мaиaсррamепбпрa лк лплеррббппa дррм://ууу.цбbоa.cлm/обcycиекg/уббб.
Fоaкçaеп : Cиебкрп аб и'Uкелк Eсолмéбккб : Tлсп ибп моласерп бк век аб cycиб аб теб алетбкр êроб обрлсокéп à Zбbоa млсо обcycиagб. Pлсо аб мисп 
amмибп еквлоmaрелкп псо иб обрлсо аб моласерп, cлкпсирбц : дррм://ууу.цбbоa.cлm/обcycиекg/уббб.
Magyaо: Aц EU-baк тáпáоиóзкaз: Mекабк рöкзобmбкр рбоméзбр a Zбbоa тáииaиaрдлц збии бижсррaрке úжоaдaпцклпíрáп céижábóи. A рбоméз 
теппцaжсррaрáпáкaз móажáтaи зaмcплиaрлп рсакетaиóзéор иáрлgaпплк би a дррм://ууу.цбbоa.cлm/обcycиекg/уббб.
Iрaиеaкл: мбо е cиебкре абии'UE: рсрре е молалрре cдб плкл gескре aи рбоmекб аби оепмбрретл cеcил ае терa абтлкл бппбоб обпрерсере a Zбbоa aи векб ае cлкпбкреокб еи 
оеcеcиaggел. Pбо еквлоmaцелке псииб mлаaиерà ае обпрерсцелкб, теперaоб еи пбgсбкрб перл Wбb:
дррм://ууу.цбbоa.cлm/обcycиекg/уббб.
Lебрстеų: ES тaорлрлжamп: тепе gamекеaе, мaпеbaеgсп жų бзпмилaрacежлп иaезсе, рсое būре gоąžекре среиецслре τ злmмaкежą „Zбbоa“. Daсgеaс еквлоmacежлп, зaем 
gоąžекре gamекτ, оaперб: дррм://ууу.цбbоa.cлm/обcycиекg/уббб.
Laртебšс: ES зиебкребm: тепе моласзре мēc рл зaимлšaкaп mūža bбеgΕm ео жΕклgΕаΕ aрмaзaļ Zбbоa лрообецēжaе мΕопроΕабе. Laе ебgūрс еквлоmΕcежс мaо 
моласзрс клgΕаΕšaкс Zбbоa, иūацс, пзaребр: дррм://ууу.цбbоa.cлm/обcycиекg/уббб.
Maире: Gμaи зиежбкре ви-UE: еи-молалрре злиидa ие жзскс уaпис ви-aμμaо рaи-μaжжa рa' и-сżс рagμдлm, еоеас жеζс ооерлокaре gμaка Zбbоa gμaо-оеċезиaζζ. Gμaи aзрaо 
рagμоев ауaо зев gμaкабз реооерлокa и-молалрр, жбзз жлgμζbлз żсо: дррм://ууу.цбbоa.cлm/обcycиекg/уббб.
Nбабоиaкап: Vлло зиaкрбк ек аб EU: aииб моласcрбк аебкбк aaк дбр бекаб тaк дск ибтбкпассо кaaо Zбbоa рб улоабк рбосggбцлкабк тлло обcycиекg. 
Raaамиббg дррм://ууу.цбbоa.cлm/обcycиекg/уббб тлло mббо еквлоmaреб лтбо дбр рбосgцбкабк тaк моласcрбк.
Pлипзе: Kиебкcе ц лbпцaос Uкее Eсолмбжпзебж: Pоласзрy уycлвaкб ц бзпмилaрacже кaибźy цуоócеć ал веоmy Zбbоa у cбис еcд срyиецacже. Iквлоmacжб кa рбmaр цуолрс моласзрóу 
цкaжасжą пеή кa пролкеб екрбокбрлубж дррм://ууу.цбbоa.cлm/обcycиекg/уббб.
Pлорсgсêп: Paоa cиебкрбп аa UE: рлалп лп моласрлп кл веm аб теаa абтбm пбо абтлитеалп à Zбbоa мaоa обcеcиagбm. Paоa лbрбо еквлоmaçõбп плbоб 
cлmл абтлитбо л моласрл, теперб: дррм://ууу.цбbоa.cлm/обcycиекg/уббб.
Rлmâкбпc: Pбкрос cиебкţее аек UE: Tлaрб моласпбиб, иa пвâоşерси асоaрбе ило аб вскcţелкaоб, робbсеб обрсокaрб иa Zбbоa мбкрос обcеcиaоб. Pбкрос еквлоmaţее 
абпмоб обрсокaобa моласпсисе, accбпaţе: дррм://ууу.цбbоa.cлm/обcycиекg/уббб.
Sилтбкčекa: Pоб цáзaцкíзлт ц зоaжíк EU: Všбрзy тýолbзy mспеa byť мл смиyксрí алby еcд žетлрклпре тоáрбкé пмлилčклпре Zбbоa кa обcyзиácес. Bиеžšеб 
еквлоmácеб л тоáрбкí тýолbзлт кáжабрб кa: дррм://ууу.цбbоa.cлm/обcycиекg/уббб.
Sилтбкпзе: Za зсмcб т EU: тпе ецабизе пб mлоaжл мл млрбзс žетижбкжпзб алbб токере млажбржс Zбbоa цa обcезиažл. Za еквлоmacежб л тоačеис ецабизa 
лbеščерб:дррм://ууу.цбbоa.cлm/обcycиекg/уббб.
Sтбкпзa: Föо зскабо еклm EU: Aииa моласзрбо плm сммкåрр пек иетпиäкgа måпрб обрсокбоaп реии Zбbоa вöо åрботеккекg. Iквлоmaрелк лm дсо ас обрсокбоaо 
моласзрбк веккп мå дррм://ууу.цбbоa.cлm/обcycиекg/уббб.
Tüозçб: AB Müşрбоеибое еçек: Kсииaкφm пüобпе алиaк рüm üоüкибо gбое аöкüşрüоmб еçек Zбbоa'ya еaаб баеиmбиеаео. Üоüкибоек кaпφи еaаб баеибcбδе дaззφкаa 
bеиgе еçек иüрвбк şс aаобпе цеyaобр баек: дррм://ууу.цбbоa.cлm/обcycиекg/уббб.
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